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Hypothetical Scenario 

November 16, 2016  

Child Representative Seminar  

Navigating Privacy & Confidentiality in Child-Related Cases 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

You are the child representative for clients Sabrina, age 14, and Charlie, age 11.  Their parents 

are Tony, age 40, and Cat, age 42. 

Tony and Cat were married 15 years ago, in July 2001.  They separated in May 2016.  Since the 

separation, the children have remained in the family home in Oak Park with Tony, who works as 

a chef at a local restaurant and pays the bills on the home.  Cat lives temporarily in Rogers Park 

with her sister Sara and Sara’s 8-year-old daughter.  The children spend some weekend time with 

Cat in Rogers Park, but are often unavailable due to sports and social events in Oak Park.     

According to Cat, Tony was verbally abusive toward her for years, often in front of the 

children.  She left the family home after he threatened to hospitalize her.  Cat admits to having 

mental health challenges.  She sees a psychiatrist monthly and takes Wellbutrin and Lorazepam 

for depression and anxiety.  Cat also sees a therapist weekly.  Cat claims that she is doing better 

now that she is away from Tony, and she is weaning off the Lorazepam under her psychiatrist’s 

supervision.  Cat is concerned for the children, especially Sabrina, who has been diagnosed with 

OCD and is sensitive to Tony’s outbursts, often slamming the door to her room and crying for 

hours after her parents fight.  Charlie is quiet.  He often seems angry.  He either ignores Cat 

altogether or screams at her.  Cat blames Tony for teaching Charlie to disrespect his mother.  Cat 

has worked on and off during the marriage as a teacher’s aide.  She currently works half time at 

the Wildwood School as an aide for a child with special needs.  Recently, Cat called DCFS 

because Sabrina told her that Tony was grossing her out, hugging her all the time, talking to her 

about her period, and insisting that he teach her how to shave her legs.  Cat talked to the 

caseworker, who said she was going to see the children at their schools to check on their safety. 

According to Tony, Cat has been mentally unstable since she suffered post-partum depression 

after Sabrina was born.  She has been hospitalized two times for Depression – once ten years 

ago, once thirteen years ago -- and has lost jobs because she could not work.  She has a master’s 

degree in education but has never worked full time as a teacher.  Tony is a self-taught chef with a 

high school diploma.  He has worked steadily since the marriage, at four different restaurants, 

moving from waiter to chef and manager.  Tony claims that Cat chose to leave the family after 

they had a fight; she was screaming and crying and he could not get her to calm down.  He 

offered to bring her to the emergency room and she ran out of the house, half dressed, and just 

took off.  Tony now sees it was for the best because things are so great for the kids without her 

there. She is staying with her sister, who also has mental health problems and a broken 

relationship.  Tony says that Cat can see the children any time, but they do not want to go with 

her.  Tony thinks the children should only have to go if they want to go; he cannot force them.  
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Both children are doing great right now at school and with friends.  Neither of them ever asks for 

their mom. 

Sabrina is in 8
th

 grade.  She gets mostly A’s, some B’s.  She is on the school newspaper and 

plays soccer.  She has a few friends, but not many because she never wants to bring anyone to 

her house.  When her mom was there, she never knew what mood to expect her to be in.  Her 

parents fought all the time, screaming and crying.  Now that her mom is gone, things are calmer, 

but the house is a total mess.  They always have great leftovers from the restaurant, and their dad 

pretty much leaves them alone, other than always demanding hugs, even in front of school, and 

trying to talk to her about girl issues.  Sabrina is also embarrassed to have her friends come over, 

because of the messy house and because Tony barges in on them, hugging all the girls for “too 

long” and asking them personal questions.  Sabrina used to go to therapy every week because she 

cried and got nervous a lot, particularly when her parents fought.  She would wash her hands 

nonstop, and couldn’t leave the house, going back to check that the door was locked, two or three 

or even four times.  She also cut her arms twice last year.   

Since her mother moved out, Sabrina has stopped washing and checking as much and has not cut 

her arms. She has also stopped going to therapy, which she hated. Once a month she sees her 

school social worker, Ms. Love, who Sabrina adores.  She’s thought of telling Ms. Love about 

Tony being weird with her and her friends, but she’s afraid if she does, DCFs will remove her 

and Charlie from Tony and then she’ll have to switch schools.  

Sabrina was mad at her mom for leaving, but glad because the fighting stopped.  Going to the 

city for visits is fine, except she has to share a pull-out couch with her brother, which she hates.   

Charlie is in 6
th

 grade.  He is an “okay” student, getting mostly B’s and a few C’s.  Lately, his 

grades have been slipping and he’s falling asleep in class sometimes.  His Math teacher believes 

that Charlie should be evaluated for special education services.  Tony objects because he doesn’t 

want Charlie to be labeled.  Cat thinks it’s a good idea; she thinks Charlie is depressed living at 

Tony’s home.  Cat also wants Charlie to see a therapist, and to attend therapy with her.  She 

thinks he needs to deal with his anger and sadness over the family separation. 

Charlie plays soccer and does karate.  He does not want to talk about the family situation, mostly 

shrugging in response to questions. When asked about his dad, Charlie describes him as “okay.”  

When asked about his mom, Charlie says she is “ridiculous.  Nonstop crying.” He does not like 

going to Rogers Park for visits; he is too busy on the weekends with friends.  Charlie says he 

would visit his mom if she got a place closer to their house.  He doesn’t want to hurt his mom’s 

feelings, but he thinks she “needs help.” His dad yells when Charlie messes up, but otherwise 

everything is fine at home.  Charlie adamantly opposes going to counseling of any kind – in his 

view, his parents have the problems, especially his mom.  They can go to counseling and leave 

him out of it. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Questions and Considerations 

1. Before separating, Tony and Cat saw a therapist, Anya Linder, LCSW.  Now, Tony seeks 

access to Linder’s records.  Linder has only one file for the former couple, called “Cat 

and Tony.” Can Tony get the records? 

  

2. Cat and Tony now both seek Sabrina’s therapy records for the litigation.  Tony sends out 

a subpoena for the records.  Can either parent get the records?  What about the school 

social worker’s records? 

 

3. Tony asks for supervised visits for Cat due to her mental health concerns.  Cat says there 

is nothing wrong with her. Tony wants to subpoena Cat's hospital records.  Can he get 

them? 

 

4. What if Cat alleges in a pleading that due to Tony's abuse of her, she was so upset and 

anxious that she had to be hospitalized, twice.  Now can Tony get Cat's hospital records?  

What about her current therapy records? 

 

5. The court appoints a 604.10(b) evaluator.  Can the evaluator obtain Cat's prior 

hospitalization records? What about her therapy records?  What about her pharmacy 

records?     

 

6. The evaluator seeks to interview Sabrina's former therapist and the school social worker.  

Can the evaluator do that? 

 

7. Cat doesn't like the results of the 604.10(b).  She seeks a 604.10(c) evaluation. What 

standards apply?  The 604.10(c) wants the raw data from the psychological testing of the 

first evaluator.  Can the evaluator get that data? 

 

8. Tony seeks a 215 examination of Cat.  Can the 215 evaluator get the 604 records? Can 

Cat’s 604.10(c) evaluator get the 215 records? 

 

9. Can Charlie be “forced” to attend therapy? 

 

10. Can either parent or the child representative access the DCFS record? 

 

 


